For Immediate Release
Jetco Adopts Eclipse HD DVD Process
Shanghai, China, September 14, 2006
Eclipse is pleased to announce that Jetco Technology Limited, a Hong Kong-based mastering company, has
purchased Eclipse’s HD premastering suite and formatter for their expansion into next-generation recordable
and prerecorded discs making them the first independent HD DVD stamper supplier in the region.
Specifics of the sale include Eclipse’s ESP7000 formatter
with HD DVD-ROM and HD DVD-R/-RW format modules
and the EclipseSuite HD premastering and verification
software.
Already the standard for most HD DVD production in the
world, Eclipse’s HD tools will give Jetco an advanced,
simple-to-use process for receiving, analyzing, mastering,
and verifying HD DVD images.
"As an independent mastering company, Jetco has the
unique requirement that they must be able to accept
master images from a variety of sources and authoring
systems," stated Bob Edmonds, Eclipse’s VP for Sales
and Marketing. "EclipseSuite HD is the only premastering
tool that can provide such broad compatibility."
William Ng, Technical Manager of Jetco with Bob Edmonds, Eclipse’s
Jetco selected the ESP7000 for mastering HD DVD
VP of Sales at the Replication Expo Tradeshow in Shanghai
because of its high-signal quality and programmability.
The formatter is housed in a separate enclosure in order
to isolate its advanced, low-noise electronics from the electrical noise found inside PCs. This low noise
environment contributes to ESP7000’s extremely low jitter. This will allow Jetco to offer exceptionally highquality stampers to their stamper customers.

The Jetco purchase marks continued success for Eclipse in the next-generation premastering and formatter
market. Their equipment is in use at most major factories in the world producing HD DVD-ROM and Blu-ray
discs.
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